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 .Let R, m be a complete intersection, that is, a ring whose m-adic completion is
the quotient of a regular local ring by a regular sequence. Suppose M and N are
finitely generated R-modules. We give a necessary condition for the vanishing of
R .Tor M, N for all i 4 0 in terms of the intersection of certain affine algebraici
sets associated to M and N. We apply this condition to the study of torsion in
tensor products. For example, we show that if R is a domain and M is an
R-module of infinite projective dimension then there exist infinitely many n for
which the tensor product of M with one of its nth syzygy modules has torsion.
R .We also give a sufficient condition for the vanishing Tor M, N for all i 4 0 ini
terms of the ability to left M and N to ``disjoint'' complete intersections of smaller
codimension. We use this condition to construct tensor products of non-free
modules which are maximal Cohen]Macaulay. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
One notorious characteristic of tensor products of modules is that they
tend not to reflect the nice properties shared by the modules from which
they are comprised. For example, if M and N are modules over a
 .commutative ring R, M m N quite often has torsion or low depth evenR
 .though M and N may be torsion-free or have high depth . Perhaps the
first module-theoretic investigation of torsion in tensor products was
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w xundertaken in 1961 by Auslander Au . He showed, among other things,
that if M and N are non-zero finitely generated modules over an unrami-
fied regular local ring, then the absence of torsion in M m N implies bothR
M and N are torsion-free. A principal tool in his investigation was his
R . R .rigidity theorem: If Tor M, N s 0 for some n G 0 then Tor M, N s 0n i
for all i G n.
w xRecently, Huneke and Wiegand HW1 studied tensor products of
finitely generated modules over a hypersurface i.e., a complete intersec-
.tion of codimension 1 . They showed, for instance, that if M m N isR
maximal Cohen]Macaulay over a hypersurface domain then either M or
N is free. Their study also used theorems on the rigidity of Tor, this time
for hypersurfaces, which they establish in that paper.
In this note, we too shall study tensor products of modules. However,
our rings will be complete intersections of arbitrary positive codimension.
A major theme of our study is that one is afforded more flexibility upon
considering complete intersections of codimension ) 1, so that while
tensor products of pairs of non-free maximum-depth modules often have
low depth andror torsion, they sometimes have maximum depth. The
principal tools in our investigation will also be theorems on the vanishing
of Tor, some of which are established here and some of which are
w xestablished in J .
 .In Section 1 we give a necessary condition 1.1 for the vanishing of
R .Tor M, N for all i 4 0, where M and N are finitely generated modulesi
over a complete intersection R. This condition amounts to triviality of the
intersection of certain affine algebraic sets associated to M and N, called
w xcohomological ¨arieties and defined recently by Avramov A . We then use
 .this condition in Section 2 to show 2.1 that if M is generically free and
has infinite projective dimension over a complete intersection, the tensor
product of M with one of its ith syzygy modules has torsion for infinitely
 .many i. We also show 2.3 that if R is a complete intersection and M is a
maximal Cohen]Macaulay R-module with an infinite periodic resolution,
 .and N is a first syzygy module of M, then M [ N m M* has torsion.R
 .Section 3 gives a sufficient condition 3.1 for the vanishing of
R .Tor M, N for all i 4 0. This condition is essentially that M and Ni
come from sufficiently deep modules over ``disjoint'' complete intersec-
tions of smaller codimension. Again we give applications to tensor prod-
 .ucts Section 4 . Specifically, we describe an abundant source of maximal
Cohen]Macaulay tensor products M m N over a complete intersection ofR
 .codimension G 2 where neither M nor N is free 4.1 . This illustrates that
the theorem of Huneke and Wiegand does not generalize to complete
intersections of codimension ) 1. Such examples were already known to
w  .x .exist HW1, Example 4.3 .
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0. PRELIMINARIES
All rings are assumed commutative with identity and all modules are
assumed finitely generated. All terminology not defined in this paper can
w xbe found in the book BH .
Suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and M is an R-module. We say
that M is generically free provided M is a free R -module for allp p
p g Ass R. If R is reduced, every R-module is generically-free.
By an ith-syzygy-module S of an R-module M we shall mean S s im ­ ,i i i
­ ­2 1
where ??? ª F ª F ª F is some R-free resolution of M. For the2 1 0
0th-syzygy-module of M we shall always take M itself.
Suppose Q is any commutative ring and R s QrI, where I is an ideal of
Q. Let M be an R-module. then M is said to lift to Q if there exists a
Q-module M9 such that
 . Q .1 Tor R, M9 s 0 for all i G 1;i
 .2 M9 m R ( M.Q
Observe that if I is generated by a regular sequence x s x , . . . , x and Q1 r
 .  .is local meaning also Noetherian then condition 1 simply says that x is
M9-regular.
 .We will call a local ring R, m , k a complete intersection if its m-adic
 .completion is the quotient of a regular local ring Q, n , k by a Q-regular
sequence contained in n.
 .Whenever R, m , k is a local ring we define the codimension of R be
 .the non-negative integer emb dim R y dim R, where emb dim R, the
embedding dimension of R, is the k-vector space dimension of mrm 2.
Ã  .  .Suppose R is a complete intersection. Write R s Qr x , where Q, n , k is
a regular local ring and x s x , . . . , x is a Q-regular sequence. It turns out1 r
w xBH, Sect. 2.3 that the codimension of R is the same as the length r of
Ã 2 .the regular sequence x defining R provided x : n . For convenience, we
 . 2will without loss of generality always assume that x : n .
 .Recall that if R, m , k is any local ring, then the nth Betti number of
R . R .the R-module M is defined to be b M [ dim Tor M, k ; and then k n
complexity of M is the non-negative integer
< R cy1cx M [ inf c g N 'g g R such that b M F g n for n 4 0 . . 4R n
Note that cx M s 0 if and only if M has finite projective dimensionR
over R.
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Cohomological ¨arieties
 .  .Let R s Qr x , where Q, n , k is a regular local ring and x s x , . . . , x1 r
w x U  .is a Q-regular sequence. Gulliksen has shown G that Ext M, k hasR
naturally a structure of finitely generated graded module over the polyno-
w xmial ring R [ k x , . . . , x , where deg x s 2 for all i. The reader mayx 1 r i
w xrefer to Section 1 of A for a streamlined account of the definition of the
U  .action of x on Ext M, k .i R
Assume that k is algebraically closed and let L denote the r-dimen-x
 .  .  .sional k-vector space x rn x . For an element y in the ideal x , we write
y to denote its image in L . Whenever y s y , . . . , y is a sequence ofx 1 m
 .elements of x , the vector subspace of L spanned by y , . . . , y isx 1 m
 :denoted y , . . . , y .1 m
rWe naturally identify L with k via the correspondence a x qx 1 1
 .  .??? qa x l a , . . . , a a g k . The polynomials in R can thereforer r 1 r i x
be regarded as k-valued functions on L .x
U  .Since Ext M, k is a graded R -module, its annihilator is a homoge-R x
 .neous ideal of R . Define the cohomological ¨ariety V Q, x, M to bex
 <  . U  .4a g L f a s 0 for all f g ann Ext M, k , the cone in L definedx R R xxU  . R .by the ideal ann Ext M, k . Note that since the Betti numbers b# MR Rx
are the k-vector space dimensions of the homogeneous components of
U  .  .  .Ext M, k , we have cx M s dim V Q, x, M . Modules of complexity iR R
 .over R exist for all i 0 F i F r .
 . w xThe following is part of Theorem 3.9 of A .
 .0.1 THEOREM. With the notation abo¨e, let y s y , . . . , y be a set of1 m
 .elements in x . The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 y can be extended to a minimal set of generators of x , and
pd M - `;Q ry.
 .  :  :  .  42 dim y , . . . , y s m and y , . . . , y l V Q, x, M s 0 .k 1 m 1 m
1. A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR THE
VANISHING OF Tor
 .  .  .1.1 THEOREM. Let R s Qr x , where Q, n , k is a regular local ring
whose residue field k is algebraically closed and x is a Q-regular sequence. Let
R .  .M and N be R-modules. If Tor M, N s 0 for all i 4 0, then V Q, x, Mi
 .  4l V Q, x, N s 0 .
 .Remark. The converse of 1.1 is only known to hold when codim R F 2.
The proof in the codim R s 2 case is due to Avramov.
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Proof. Whenever B is the quotient of a local ring A by an A-regular
element and X and Y are B-modules, the standard change of rings spectral
w  .xsequence R, 11.64
Tor B X , Tor A Y , B « Tor A X , Y .  . .p q n
p
w  .xdegenerates R, 11.31 into a long exact sequence of Tors
??? ª Tor B X , Y ª Tor A X , Y ª Tor B X , Y ª .  .  .1 2 2
X m Y ª Tor A X , Y ª Tor B X , Y ª 0. .  .1 1
 .  .  .Suppose that 0 / z g V Q, x, M l V Q, x, N . Since z is outside n x ,
 .it is part of a minimal generating set for x . Employing r y 1 of the long
Q r z . .exact sequences of Tors just mentioned, we see that Tor M, N s 0i
w  .xfor all i 4 0. A theorem due to Huneke and Wiegand HW2, 1.9 now
 .implies that either M and N has finite projective dimension over Qr z .
 .We may assume that pd M - `. Taking y s z in 0.1 , we see that theQ r z .
 .  .implication 1 « 2 is contradicted.
 .1.2 COROLLARY. Let R be a complete intersection, and let M and N be
R-modules such that N either is a syzygy of M, is the quotient of M by an
R .M-regular sequence, or has maximal complexity. If Tor M, N s 0 for alli
i 4 0 then pd M - `.R
Proof. Since all the hypotheses above are stable under faithfully flat
extension and the conclusion is stable under faithfully flat descent, we can
 .harmlessly assume that R is complete. Write R s Qr x , where Q is a
regular local ring and x is a Q-regular sequence. Whenever the residue
wfield of a local ring A is not algebraically closed, we can construct EGA1
 .  .x6.6.1 and 6.8.2 a larger local ring A9 whose residue field is algebraically
closed and such that A ¨ A9 is a faithfully flat extension. Applying this
 .fact to the regular local ring Q, we get a new ring R9 [ Q9r x whose
residue field is algebraically closed and such that the extension R ¨ R9
 .induced by Q ¨ Q9 is faithfully flat. Hence we may assume that the
residue field of R is algebraically closed.
Assume for the moment that N s M, and suppose pd M s `. ThenR
 .  .dim V Q, x, M s cx M ) 0, and so there exists z g x such that z isR
 .  .non-zero in V Q, x, M . Now 1.1 tells us there exist infinitely many
R .non-zero Tor M, M , contrary to hypothesis.i
R .If N is an nth-syzygy-module of M, we have Tor M, N (i
R  .Tor M, M for all i G 1, and the conclusion follows from the caseiqn
M s N.
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If N is the quotient of M by an M-regular sequence, we may assume by
induction that N ( MrxM, where x is an M-regular element of R. The
x
short exact sequence 0 ª M ª M ª N ª 0 gives rise to the long exact
sequence:
xR R R??? ª Tor M , N ª Tor M , M ª Tor M , M .  .  .iq1 i i
ª Tor R M , N ª ??? . .i
xR R .  .If Tor M, N s 0 for all i 4 0, we have isomorphisms Tor M, M ªi i
R .Tor M, M for all i 4 0. But as x g m , Nakayama's Lemma impliesi
R .that Tor M, M s 0 for all i 4 0. By the case N s M we get pd M - `.i R
 .  . R .Finally, cx N s r means V Q, x, N s L , and if Tor M, N s 0 forR x i
 .  .  4all i 4 0 then 1.1 implies V Q, x, M s 0 .
We now establish a similar result for a module M and its dual M* [
 .Hom M, R in a special case.R
 .1.3 COROLLARY. Suppose R is a complete intersection and M is a
maximal Cohen]Macaulay R-module of complexity 1. Then cx M* s 1 andR
R .there exist infinitely many non-zero Tor M, M* .i
 .  .Proof. We may assume that R s Qr x , where Q, n , k is a regular
local ring whose residue field is algebraically closed and x is a Q-regular
sequence. Also, we may assume that M has no non-zero free summands.
wThen M has a periodic minimal free resolution over R of period F 2 A,
 .x4.5 :
­ ­ ­ ­2 1 2 1
??? ª F ª F ª F ª F ª M ª 0.
i  .Now we dualize and use the fact that Ext M, R s 0 for all i ) 0, to getR
the exact sequence
­U ­U ­U1 2 1
0 ª M* ª F* ª F* ª F* ª F* ª ??? .
Hence we see that M* ( ker ­ U s im ­ U and so a minimal free resolu-1 2
tion of M* is
­U ­U2 1
??? ª F* ª F* ª F* ª M* ª 0.
This proves the first conclusion.
Thinking of ­ as a square matrix, we see that ­ U is just the transpose ofi i
U  .­ . It follows that the action of x on Ext M*, k is the transpose of thei i R
U  . U  . U  .action of x on Ext M, k . Hence ann Ext M, k s ann Ext M*, k ,i R R R R Rx x
 .  .  4  .and so V Q, x, M s V Q, x, M* / 0 . Using 1.1 , we get the second
conclusion.
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2. APPLICATIONS TO TORSION IN TENSOR PRODUCTS
Now we exhibit an abundance of torsion in tensor products of closely
related maximal Cohen]Macaulay modules over complete intersections.
 .2.1 PROPOSITION. Let R be a complete intersection of dimension d. Let
M and N be R-modules, at least one of which is generically free, and such that
N either is a syzygy of M, is the quotient of M by an M-regular sequence, or
 .  4has maximal complexity. Set c [ cx M and b [ max depth M, depth N .R
Let S be an ith-syzygy-module of M and T an ith-syzygy-module of N. Let ni i
 4be a non-negati¨ e integer such that n G d y b and a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b1 cq1 1 cq1
a set of non-negati¨ e integers satisfying a q b s i q n. If S m T isi i a R bi i
torsion-free for all i s 1, . . . , c q 1 then pd M - `.R
Proof. We first note that if an R-module is generically free then all of
its syzygy modules are too. Hence our assumption about the generic
R .freeness of either M or N implies Tor S , T is torsion for all i, j G 0.1 i j
Assume S m T is torsion-free for all i s 1, . . . , c q 1. Fix i 1 F i Fa R bi i
.c q 1 . Either a ) 0 or b ) 0. If a ) 0, we have a short exact sequencei i i
 .0 ª S ª F ª C ª 0, where F is free and C is a a y 1 st-syzygy-a i i i i ii R .module of M. This gives rise to an exact sequence 0 ª Tor C , T ª S1 i b ai iR .m T . Since S m T is torsion-free, we must have Tor C , T s 0.R b a R b 1 i bi i i iR .  .Similarly, if b ) 0 we obtain Tor S , D s 0, where D is a b y 1 st-i 1 a i i ii
syzygy-module of N. In either case, by shifting indices, we arrive at
R .Tor M, N s 0. As this holds for all i s 1, . . . , c q 1, achieving c q 1i
 . w xconsecutive vanishing Tors beyond d y b, Proposition 2.3 of J says all
 .Tors beyond d y b must also vanish. Applying 1.2 , we conclude that
pd M - `.R
 .2.2 COROLLARY. Let R be a complete intersection and M a generically
free maximal Cohen]Macaulay R-module of complexity c. Let S be ani
 .ith-syzygy-module of M. Then M m M [ S [ ??? [ S is torsion-free ifR 1 c
and only if M is free.
 .Proof. Apply 2.1 to any R-module of which M is a first-syzygy
module. Then use the Auslander]Buchsbaum formula.
 .2.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose that R is a complete intersection of dimen-
sion d and codimension r. Let M be a generically free maximal
Cohen]Macaulay R-module of complexity c. Let S be an ith-syzygy-modulei
 .of M. Suppose either c s 1, or c s r. Then M [ S [ ??? [ S m M* has1 c R
torsion.
Proof. Suppose c s 1. Since M is maximal Cohen]Macaulay, there
exists a short exact sequence 0 ª M ª F ª C ª 0. Tensoring this with
R .M* we get the exact sequence 0 ª Tor C, M* ª M m M*. In a simi-1 R
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R .lar fashion we get the exact sequence 0 ª Tor M, M* ª S m M*. If1 1 R
R .both M m M* and S m M* are torsion-free, then Tor C, M* s 0R 1 R 1
R . R .  . w xand Tor C, M* ( Tor M, M* s 0. By Theorem 2.1 of J and the2 1
 .fact that M* is maximal Cohen]Macaulay, we have Tor C, M* s 0 fori
 .all i 4 0. But this contradicts 1.3 .
If c s r, we follow the same reasoning as in the c s 1 case, concluding
R .that if M m M*, . . . , S m M* are all torsion-free, then Tor C, M* s 0R c R i
w  .xfor all i 4 0 by J, 2.1 . Since M* has infinite projective dimension, this
 .contradicts 1.2 .
Remark. One can also easily find depth 0 tensor products of maximal
Cohen]Macaulay modules over any Gorenstein ring by taking one of the
modules to be a sufficiently high syzygy module of the residue field.
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE VANISHING Tor
 .  .  .3.1 THEOREM. Let R s Qr x , where Q, n , k is a regular local ring
and x s x , . . . , x is a Q-regular sequence with r G 2. Let M be an R-module1 r
 .which lifts to Qr x , . . . , x and let N be an R-module which lifts to1 i
 . R .Qr x , . . . , x , where i - j. Then Tor M, N s 0 for all n 4 0.j r n
 .Remark. Examples illustrating the failure of the converse of 3.1 are
known.
 .The proof of 3.1 will depend on the following lemma.
 .  .3.2 LEMMA. Let R be as in 3.1 and suppose that the residue field k is
algebraically closed. Let M and N be R-modules, and assume that there exists
 .a minimal generating set y s y , . . . , y of x such that M lifts to1 r
R .  :  .  4  .Qr y , . . . , y , where y , . . . , y l V Q, x, N s 0 . Then Tor M, N1 i 1 i n
s 0 for all n 4 0.
 .Proof. Let R9 [ Qr y , . . . , y . Choose an R9-module M9 such that1 i
 .y , . . . , y is M9-regular and M9r y , . . . , y M9 ( M. Theniq1 r iq1 r
R R9 .  . w  .x  :Tor M, N ( Tor M9, N for all n BH, 1.1.5 . Since y , . . . , y ln n 1 i
 .  4  . R .V Q, x, N s 0 , 0.1 says pd N - `. Hence, for all n 4 0, Tor M, NR9 nXR  .( Tor M9, N s 0.n
 .Proof of 3.1 . We can without loss of generality assume that k is
algebraically closed.
 .  .Choose a lifting N9 of N to Qr x , . . . , x . Let G be a Qr x , . . . , x -j r j r
free resolution of N9. Then G m R is an R-free resolution of N whichQ
lifts to G. Using this resolution of N to define the action of the x oni
U  .  .  .  :Ext M, k , it follows that x , . . . , x : ann N, k . Hence x , . . . , xR 1 i R 1 ix
 .  4  .l V Q, x, N s 0 . Now apply 3.2 .
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 w x.We now give a criterion for lifting modules cf. Lemma 2 of BE , which
will be used in Section 4.
 .3.3 LEMMA. Let Q be a graded Noetherian ring with Q local and0
 .R s Qr x , where x s x , . . . , x is a Q-regular sequence of homogeneous1 r
­ ­2 1 .elements. If an exact sequence F, ­ : F ª F ª F of free R-modules with2 1 0
Ä Ä­ ­2 1Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .homogeneous maps ­ and ­ lifts to a complex F, ­ : F ª F ª F of free1 2 2 1 0
Ä Ä ÄQ-modules with homogeneous maps ­ and ­ , then coker ­ is a lifting of1 2 1
Äcoker ­ to Q and F is exact.1
Proof. By induction we may assume r s 1. Write x [ x , M [ coker ­ ,1 1
Äand M9 [ coker ­ . We have the short exact sequence of complexes1xÄ Ä0 ª F ª F ª F ª 0 with associated long exact sequence of homology
x xÄ Ä .  .  .??? ª H F ª H F ª H F ª M9 ª M9 ª M ª 0. By assumption,1 1 1
Ä Ä .  .  .H F s 0. Hence M9 is the desired lifting of M. Also, as H F s xH F ,1 1 1
Ä Ä .the graded version of Nakayama's Lemma implies H F s 0, that is, F is1
exact.
4. APPLICATIONS TO DEPTH OF TENSOR PRODUCTS
 .We first show that 3.1 provides a plentiful source of maximal
Cohen]Macaulay tensor products over complete intersections of codimen-
 w  .  .x.sion at least 2 cf. HW1, 3.1 and 4.3 .
 .  .4.1 PROPOSITION. Let R [ Qr x , where Q is a regular local ring and
x s x , . . . , x is a Q-regular sequence. Let M9 be any maximal1 r
 .Cohen]Macaulay module o¨er Qr x , . . . , x and let N9 be any maximal1 i
 .Cohen]Macaulay module o¨er Qr x , . . . , x , where i - j. Set M [j r
 .  .M9r x , . . . , x M9 and N [ N9r x , . . . , x N9. Then M m N is max-iq1 r 1 jy1 R
imal Cohen]Macaulay. Moreo¨er, M and N are not free if M9 and N9 are
not.
 .Proof. Since M9 is maximal Cohen]Macaulay as a Qr x , . . . , x -mod-1 i
ule, x , . . . , x is an M9-regular sequence. Hence M9 is a lifting of M toiq1 r
 .  .Qr x , . . . , x . Similarly N9 is a lifting of N to Qr x , . . . , x . Therefore,1 i j r
 . R .by 3.1 , Tor M, N s 0 for all n 4 0. Since M and N are maximaln
w  .x R .Cohen]Macaulay R-modules, J, 2.2 implies that Tor M, N s 0 forn
 .all n G 1. Therefore depth M q depth N s depth R q depth M m N ,R
w  .xby HW1, 2.5 , and it follows that M m N is maximal Cohen]Macaulay.R
For the ``moreover'' part, recall that pd M9 s pd M.Q r x , . . . , x . R1 i
Now we obtain specific results about lifting and tensor products for
monomial ideals over a complete intersection defined by monomials.
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 .  . w x4.2 PROPOSITION. Let R s Qr m , . . . , m , where Q [ k X , . . . , X ,1 r 1 n
k is a field, and m , . . . , m is a Q-regular sequence of monomials. Let I be1 r
 .the ideal of R generated by a , . . . , a , where a [ a q m , . . . , m is1 t i i 1 r
non-zero in R and a is a monomial in Q for all i. Let D be the ideal of Qi
generated by all the m that are not relati¨ ely prime to the product a ??? a .i 1 t
Then RrI lifts to QrD.
Proof. Set b [ a for i s 1, . . . , t and b [ m for i s 1, . . . , r. Con-i i tqi i
sider the presentation of RrI,
w xa ??? a1 tt 6R R ª RrI ª 0.
Let f: Rt ª R and F: Qtqr ª Q be the maps defined by the matrices
ptqrw x w xa ??? a and b ??? b , respectively. The composition map Q ª1 t 1 tqr
at tQ ª R induces a surjection ker F ª ker f. Let e , . . . , e be the stan-1 tqr
tqr w  .xdard basis for Q . It is known E, 15.1 that ker F is generated by the
elements
b bj i
s [ e y e , 1 F i - j F t q r .i j i jgcd b , b gcd b , b .  .i j i j
t q r .  .  .Hence the a s 1 F i - j F t q r generate ker f. Let u [ . Wei j 2
have an exact sequence
w  .  .x w xa s ??? a s a ??? a12 tqry1 tqr 1 tu t6 6F: R R R .
 .  .Note that a s s 0 if and only if j ) t and gcd b , b s 1. We take thei j i j
following lifting of F to Q,
w x w xt ??? t a ??? a12 tqry1 tqr 1 tu t6 6ÄF: Q Q Q,
 .  .where t [ 0 if j ) t and gcd b , b s 1, and t [ p s otherwise. Ifi j i j i j i j
w x   ..   ..i - j F t, then a ??? a t s a rgcd a , a a y a rgcd a , a a s 0. If1 t i j j i j i i i j j
 . w xj ) t and gcd b , b s 1, then a ??? a t s 0 because t s 0. If j ) ti j 1 t i j i j
 . w x   ..and gcd b , b / 1, then i F t and a ??? a t s m rgcd a , m a .i j 1 t i j jyt i jyt i
w xwHence the only non-zero entries in the product matrix a ??? a t ???1 t 12
x   ..  .  .t are the m rgcd a , m a i F t, j ) t with gcd a , mtqry1 tqr jyt i jyt i i jyt
Ä/ 1. Hence F m QrD is a complex of free QrD-modules which is aQ
 .lifting of F from R to QrD. Therefore, by 3.3 , RrI lifts to QrD.
 .  .4.3 THEOREM. Let R [ Q r m , . . . , m Q , where Q [m 1 r m
w x  .k X , . . . , X , m [ X , . . . , X , and m , . . . , m is a Q-regular sequence1 n 1 n 1 r
of monomials in Q with 1 - r - n. Let a , . . . , a and b , . . . , b be monomi-1 t 1 u
als of Q. Let I be the ideal of R generated by the images of the a , and let J bei
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the ideal of R generated by the images of the b . Assume that for e¨ery i,i
either gcd a ??? a , m s 1 or gcd b ??? b , m s 1, ) .  .  .1 t i 1 u i
and that either
 .1 RrI m RrJ has finite length and depth RrI q depth RrJ G n yR
r y 1 or
 .2 I is maximal Cohen]Macaulay.
Then I m J is torsion-free.R
 .Proof. Applying 4.2 to the ideal generated by the images of the a ini
 .Qr m , . . . , m and then localizing at m , we see that RrI lifts to Q rD ,1 r m 1
where D is the ideal of Q generated by all the m not relatively prime1 m i
to a ??? a . Similarly, RrJ lifts to Q rD , where D is the ideal of Q1 t m 2 2 m
 .generated by all the m not relatively prime to b ??? b . By ) , thei 1 u
 .generating sets of D and D are disjoint, and so 3.1 says that1 2
R .Tor RrI, RrJ s 0 for all i 4 0.i
 . R .Suppose that 1 holds. Since Tor RrI, RrJ has finite length for all ii
R .and R is Cohen]Macaulay, Tor RrI, RrJ is torsion. Tensor the exacti
sequence 0 ª J ª R ª RrJ ª 0 with I, getting the exact sequence 0 ª
R . R .Tor I, RrJ ª I m J ª I. Since I is torsion-free and Tor I, RrJ (1 R 1
R .Tor RrI, RrJ is torsion, we conclude that the torsion submodule of2
R . R .I m J is Tor RrI, RrJ . We now show that Tor RrI, RrJ s 0 for allR 2 2
i G 2.
We make repeated use of the change of rings long exact sequences
  .. Q m  .of Tor see the proof of 1.1 to show that Tor RrI, RrJ hasi
 . w xfinite length for all i. Hence, by Theorem 1.2 of Au , we have the
formula q s depth Q y depth RrI y depth RrJ , where q [
 < Q m  . 4  .max i Tor RrI, RrJ / 0 . By the second condition of 1 , q F r q 1.i
Repeated use of the change of rings long exact sequences of Tor now gives
R .Tor RrI, RrJ s 0 for all i G 2, as desired.i
 .Now suppose 2 holds. From the first part of the proof, we have
R .Tor I, J s 0 for all i 4 0. Since I is maximal Cohen]Macaulay, iti
w  .x R .follows from J, 2.2 that Tor I, J s 0 for all i G 1. For each primei
R p . w  .xideal p we have Tor I , J s 0 for all i G 1. By HW1, 2.5 , depthi p p
 .I q depth J s depth R q depth I m J . Now depth I s depth Rp p p R p p p
 .for any p g spec R. Hence we get depth J s depth I m J for allp R p
p g spec R. Since R is Cohen]Macaulay, torsion-free is equivalent to
 .Serre's condition S . Since J is torsion-free, I m J is torsion-free.1 R
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EXAMPLES.
 .  . w x1 Let R [ Qr X X , X X , where Q [ k X , . . . , X .1 2 3 4 1 5  X , . . . , X .1 5
 .  .Set I [ x , x , x and J [ x , x , x . Then RrI m RrJ ( k has fi-1 2 5 3 4 5 R
 .nite length, depth RrI s depth RrJ s 1, and, in the notation of 4.3 ,
 .  .  .D s X X and D s X X . We see that both condition 1 and1 1 2 2 3 4
 .  .condition ) of 4.3 are satisfied. Hence I m J is torsion-free.R
 .  .2 A gain let R [ Q r X X , X X , w here Q [1 2 3 4
w x  .  .k X , . . . , X . Let I [ x , x and J [ x , x . Then I and J1 5  X , . . . , X . 1 2 3 41 5
 .  .are both maximal Cohen]Macaulay, and D s X X , D s X X .1 1 2 2 3 4
 .  .  .Hence both condition 2 and condition ) of 4.3 are satisfied, and so
I m J is torsion-free.R
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